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Description
This report evaluates U.S. Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) regulation of western coal rail transportation. It also addresses the National Energy Plan's goal of encouraging major users of fuel oil and natural gas to embark upon coal conversion programs. Special emphasis is given to the implications for the State of Texas. Funded initially by the Lyndon Baines Johnson Foundation, and afterwards by the Ford Foundation Program in Policy Analysis for State Environmental Management, the research project was undertaken at the LBJ School in the academic year 1979-80.
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URI
Streamlining PPP process. § Proper project preparation to reduce unnecessary transaction cost. § Provide government support in state budget.

Ministry of finance regulation no. 38 year 2006 as changed by presidential regulation no. 78 year 2010 and ministry of finance regulation no. 260 year 2010. PPP Regulation. Sectoral laws and regulation.